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Background

● What is Virtual Reality?
○ “Virtual reality (VR) is a simulated experience that can be similar to or completely different from 

the real world. Applications of virtual reality can include entertainment (i.e. video games) and 
educational purposes (i.e. medical or military training).”[1]

● Why Virtual Reality?
○ Allows for a private space for users to work in
○ 360 degree viewing of applications, no longer requires users to be locked to monitors. 
○ Better visualization of theoretical objects in real space

● What’s important about User Input?
○ It’s how the user interacts with the virtual world

■ Typing
■ Moving 3-D objects
■ Moving within the world

○ It needs to be natural, as close to real life as possible
○ When physical movement  doesn’t match virtual movement, can lead to sickness. 



Text Entry in VR



Typing: Virtual Reality Nightmare

● The most basic version of user input. 

● A lot of research is done in this field, so there isn’t a correct answer yet
○ Based on application, you may not want to be tied down to a physical keyboard

● Using a regular keyboard in VR comes with unique challenges
○ Unable to have any peripheral view of users hands
○ Goes against the natural processing our brain already uses

● So what can we do?
○ Visualize what key was most recently pressed?
○ Visualize the user's physical hands in virtual space?
○ Use a smartphone’s keyboard while in VR?



Typing: Visualizing Users Hands on 
Keyboard[2]

● So let’s say we add a visualization of the hands to the virtual environment. 

● Requires a lot of specialty equipment
○ 23 reflective markers must be attached to the users hands
○ They must be within this sensor box so that the hands are accurately visualized

● Works on any keyboard, as long as the keyboard is modeled in the virtual space

● Test procedure
○ Two user sets: average typists and experienced typists
○ Each user goes through a typing testing suite with a 3 second pause in between each test
○ The visualization is ran at 2 different opacities/transparencies: 100% and 50%



Typing: Visualizing Users Hands on Keyboard
Analysis

● So how well did it work?

● It worked! Sort of.
○ Made the biggest impact on the inexperienced typists
○ The worst test for both groups was unsurprisingly no visualization

Words Per 
Minute (WPM)

Control No 
Visual

Finger Dots Simple Hands Realistic Hands

Inexperienced 45 30 36 40 37

Experienced 67 60 67 68 67



Typing: Using Smartphones as a Mobile 
Keyboard[3]

● Since the original launch of the iPhone in 2006, we’ve grown fond of our smartphones

● This very familiar technology might be a better way to be able to type without being 

locked to a physical keyboard

● However, we run into some of the same issues that came with the physical keyboard
○ No way for the user to view their hands
○ No home row tactile feedback to physically find the location of fingers on keyboard. 
○ On a virtual keyboard, there’s no feedback on where the users hands are besides when the user 

taps one of the characters. 

● Introducing: HoVRType!
○ A visualization of a smartphone keyboard, with 
○ Coming in two variants

■ Type-D and Type-U
● Type-D: When the users finger went Down on the key, it was displayed
● Type-U: Key was displayed until the finger came Up from the keyboard, allowing 

movement.



Typing: HoVRType Testing & Analysis

● Testing layout was similar to the physical keyboard testing
○ Testing Suite that was ran on both variants of HoVRType, with a short pause in between. 
○ For a testing control, they had the particpants use a “soft” keyboard and mouse

■ Soft keyboards are purely visual, such as a mobile phone keyboard.

● Unsurprisingly, HoVRType-D had the most errors
○ User’s couldn’t see what was going to be typed until after they had pressed the key

● HoVRType-U was the best overall, as the users averaged around the same words per 

minute as HoVRType-D with much better accuracy.

● However, neither variant of HoVRType was equal to or exceeded the WPM of the control 

group. 



Typing: Hand-held VR Controllers [4]

● Since VR became feasible in the early 2010’s, mostly game development studios have 

been pushing the development of Virtual Reality

● Early versions were bulky, and didn’t allow for individual finger movement

● The newest versions of VR Kits such as the Valve Index now include individual finger 

fidelity
○ This makes Virtual Reality more like the real world, as you can begin to interact with the virtual 

environment just as you might interact with something in the real world. 



Typing: Trackpad Typing [5]

● What if we used two trackpads on each controller instead of the analog sticks?

● This is similar to using a smartphone keyboard, but it’s split in half down the middle of the 

keyboard, with each thumb controlling a side of the keyboard. 

● This also used a form of hovertyping, where the user is given a green dot to show where 

their thumb is resting on the trackpad.
○ This should theoretically increase the typing speed and accuracy, as the trackpad is mapped to the 

keyboard, and the positions of the characters on the trackpad stay consistent. 

● There were two parts to this test
○ How much did haptic feedback help the users ability to type
○ How well someone could perform after prolonged use (3 hours total)



Typing: Trackpad Typing Analysis

● So how’d it do?

● They found that showing visualization was important to typing accuracy and speed

● Haptic Feedback made a noticeable improvement on a user’s accuracy
○ And was used during the prolonged use test

● After 2 days, the average words per minute was 30, which was lower than the control of 

44, which was completed on a smartphone in landscape mode. 

● They concluded that with even more practice with the system, that they could further 

improve their typing speed. 



Downsides to VR



Virtual Reality Sickness

● Typing isn’t the only hurdle to overcome in Virtual Reality
○ The human body has evolved to perceive the world around it at the rate that your eyes can take it 

in

● By wearing the display for Virtual reality as essentially a pair of sealed goggles, the user is 

already tricking their main sense of sight

● For Virtual Reality to feel more like reality, it needs to provide information as fast as it can

● This is where the refresh rate of the head-mounted display comes into effect
○ The refresh rate of a display is how many times a second that the display updates the display with 

new information. 

● If the refresh rate or frame rate of a VR application is low (between 30-60 frames per 

second) then the user’s could feel something called VR sickness. 

● VR Sickness is just a special name for Motion Sickness that comes from using a VR 

headset. 



Conclusion



Conclusion

● Typing in Virtual reality is tough, and it is not a solved problem

● With research in this technology only expanding in the last 10 years we don’t know what 

other tech may emerge to provide a better solution to what we have now. 

● This tech is still relatively expensive, with the Valve Index Kit coming in at $1000 USD.
○ That’s not including the computer needed to run the Virtual Reality Environment either

● Visualization of a user’s hands in Virtual Space is really important
○ Keeps everything close to how it works in the natural world.

● For Virtual Reality to become the next form of entertainment and productivity, it needs to 

get closer to being like reality, with all the comforts that come with it. 



Personal Thoughts

● Typing in virtual reality needs to be cost effective and realistic. 
○ The hardware needs to be available to the public at a reasonable price
○ Needs to be able to work on existing hardware to lower cost of implementation

● Price of VR equipment needs to decrease in price
○ The Valve Index is the cutting edge of Virtual Reality, but $1000 is still a lot of money. 
○ Not to mention the cost of a computer to run VR is another $800-1000.

● We need to figure out how to generate VR desktops that have 360 degree space, without 

being locked to a physical monitor. 



Questions?

Email: nkdelong@mtu.edu

Or if you are still in the class Discord, send a message to: Noah de Longpre’

mailto:nkdelong@mtu.edu
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